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The birth of long distance radio communications made the world such a m a l l  
place. Yarconi's traosatlantic experiment was the firat pioneering attempt in this 
area His experiment was mndueted on the 12th of December 1901. Ever since the 
question of the comct  kquency d t r a m i s i o n  has been an area d speculation 
The problem that is being solved here is in this regard only To calculate an accept- 
able frequency of transmiasion the experiment a studied horn the concerned aspects. 
First the antenna pattens are calculated for both the transmitting and the reeeiv~ng 
antenna. at three different frequencies, 166 kHz. 9.375 MHz aod 12.5 MHz Then the 
ianmpherie propagation chmter ia t im are calculated at  t h e e  same frequencies and 
the various characteristies me analyzed. To complete the study, the transmitter is 
modeled and simulated to find the output m w f m  propagating to the antenna A 
study of the receiver has also been canductd. Based an the analysis of the investi- 
gation done, a range of kqueney has been mggeted. 
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The empla)?nent of eiectmmagnetic waves far the p q m e  of communication is no 
modern invention; on the contrary, its orighs are iort in time. The history of a 
scientific progress is closely analogous to the history of an individual. In rclence, a 
is the b i b  of an invention which is remembered, not its mnwptian or the patient 
development leads to apractical device. 
The discovery of the practical me- of wide. mmmunieations is a typical in- 
stance of this. Everyone -cider the name of Marcon1 with it, whereas the names of 
t h m  concerned with the gestation pedad are much less l m m  outside the scientific 
d e ,  although without them there muld not have heen an adwwment  to todays 
led. Ampen's mntribution. t s m d s  the principle of electromsgnetic induction; 
Faraday's lines of forces; a Dpamieal theory of the EIectrome@nie Field in which 
the electmmagnetic wave theory was mathematidly expounded, by James Clark 
Yamell; Hertz discovery of the outspreading of electric waves. which was given the 
expression 'aetber waves', formed the b d p o u n d  for the e p d  making Transatlannc 
Expviment[l]. 
Yareoni is kcown 81 the father of radio communications. Following up with the 
Hertzian apparatus and venturing with his own inna%%tioos Y-ni began hi pmuit 
m this field. It was his efin that led to the pas~ibilkty d long distance wid= 
eommun~eation. On the 12th of Dcecmber 1901 the first radio signals e r e  received 
at Signal Hill, St. John's, Nea%undland, Canada fiom Poldhu. Cornwall. England. 
cowring aver 3000 km acraas the Atlantic. It was this experiment that war to later 
cmwn Yarmni with the Nobel Prize in 1909. 
1.2 The Experiment 
Before looking into the details of this experiment i t  is vital to  know when and bow 
this experiment took plaee. Yarmni wur preparing for his experime* for mare than a 
year, and had a team d Enginem involved far this purpose. D i s r i n g  the prepara- 
tion r i l l  he beyond tho MOP of thir thedis, so only the experiment itself is diseussd. 
The information to be listed below r i l l  be d r a f t e d  fmm a number of rrfmncrs 
that include the woks dThdmy[lO], Balmse[12], Bondyopadhyay[T], Simom[40], 
RatelifM[S], Phillip[3] and numemar other g e a t  works done in this area. 
1.2.1 Transmitting Station 
bfmoni's transmitting station ad. set up in Poldhu, Cornwall in England. This was 
built a t  a height of nearly 150 m, on the coast of the Atlantic. Yarmni and his ream 
had worked months together to complete this set up. 
The cooatruetien of the station was h a s t  mmpiete by tbe early part d 1901. 
The p m r  plant was d s x p e d  by Fleming. In place of the mnwntlanal battery 
power supply, a 32 hp Hamsby-Ackrayd oil engine dmve a 26 kW Mather and Plat 
alternator. deliwring a 2000 V. 5OHz supply. This luar stepped upto 20,000 V and 
fed to a d e e d  oscillatory circuit in which a capacitor discharged afres, a spark gap 
via the primmy of an radio frequency transformer. The ssondary of the transformer 
was canneted to a sceond spark gap and capacitor and the primary of s sffond 
radio frequency mafarmer .  The a ~ o n d m y  of this transformer was in series with the 
antenna (Fipre  1.1). Keying luar eReeted by sbon eireuitingchokm in the output of 
the alternator[l]. 
A number of huge transmitting antennas were built but later destroyed by the 
-re weather conditions prevailing in Poldhu. Sa during the actual expcnment 
Yarmni hid to rely on a temporary one. The antenna that was used for the transat- 
lantic eqmiment RS a h u g  vertical monopole. The antenna was 48m high and 6Om 
wide. It mosisted of 50 copper w i r e  dl joined to farm an invertcd cone. Though the 
size of the antmna luar nd M b i g s  it var intended it aar still thought to be gwd 
enm& for the experiment. 
Figure 1.1: Mamoni'a h m i t t e r  used during the 1901 eqnimentjll  
1.2.2 Receiving Station 
The equipment available for Llarconi far receiving wireless signds was understandably 
wry poor, for the following masons: 
. Initidly the m w r r  uros untuned, or if tund the selectivity wos poor. 
The= ww no meam to omplify the signof. 
A rnrrltivc detrctor vns atill not i n w n t d  
For his h t  st-tlantic Erperiment in 1901 Mareoni hed tro t y p e  of receivers, 
and three t y p  of eoherers. One ass the tuned receim which he nfaed to ar a 
%ptonie r d v c r " ,  i.c, meiver tuned to the frequency of the tr-itter. The second 
meiw naa an untuned one. The t h e  typ- d mherers that he uscd were: one 
containing loose carbon 61inp; another designed by Marconi eontaming a mixture 
of carbon dust and cobalt dust; and th~rdly the Italian Navy cohere? containing s 
globule of mercury betwen a carbon piug and a momhle iron piug. The device thaz 
was actually used is a matter of mntmvwy sr  contradictory statements have been 
made by various pwpie i n v o i d  with this experiment. 
Considering the winds in the month of December in Newfoundland, m t i n g  an 
antenna on the peak oi the Signal Hid nar no esry tsrk. .After several attempts 
Yarconi was able to form an antenna. He new a kite with a vertical aerial wire of 
IOOR. This wire antenna riu connected to the ~ceivingeireuit. 
1.2.3 The Event 
After r e d i n g  Newfoundland in the m l y  part of December 1901, Marconi cabled his 
station in Cornwall to begin ending the prearranged signals. On December 11th the 
kite br& away and nothing was reeeiwd. On 12th d Doeemher, however he had 
better luck. Hb arrangement var for Cor~~val l  to s o d  at specific intervals between 
3 to 6 pm Comwdl time [noon to 3pm, St. John's time], the Morse letter S" which 
consists a1 three dots. On 12th ofDecember Y m o n i  rod his BBistant Kemp, received 
t h e  dpak under such conditions that amxed them that the rpeeived si@& r m e  
genuine. They receive3 the thmugh a spsidly  sensitive telephone attached to 
their instruments. As said ty Mareoni", The combinations we pofect and strong; 
the teat - conclusiw though not practically efintiw". The signals rere received 
at 1230 pm, 1:10 pm and 2:M pm on 12th of Deemher and 1.38 pm on the 13th 
of December. Yarieoni kept meiving the sign& for a fear more days to follow. But 
rubaequentiy due to the b a i n g  wind Eying the kite became impoeslble[2]. 
Thus the ineption of long diritance arileiw mmmunieation took place. With the 
pesape of time, wireless communication k p s  on improving. But still even today 
Yarmni'r experiment hpr remained a mystery in many ways. 
1.3 Subsequent Studies of Marconi's Experiment 
Mareoni'r experiment h a  been an area oldisension ewr since this experiment wpr 
ruecerrfully completed. Mmoni  Left a wide range of questions unanswered, which 
keeps scientists marching even today. Fint of ail, there is a debate en the type of 
wlpment  that was used A detailed mord of the type of equipment used and their 
parameten have not been left behind by the experimenting team of 1901. Most of 
this equipment - not p m r w d  and last in the eourae of time. Along with this. 
the r e d i n g  of the  signds being transmitted and w i v e d  were not morded. This 
can be attributed M the i d  of measuring instruments available a t  the time of the 
experiment in 1901. 
As we appmaeh the millennium, the studier h i n g  done to solve the mysterica of 
U-ni's expedment have attracted attentiae Work hpr been done to  h d  out the 
rema9 behind the su- ofthis experiment. Ccmidering the number ofpapen that 
have been published in this dinetion, one mmes to believe that net many convincing 
-Its have been obtained in this regard. 
What Marcmi and his two assistants had received a t  Signal Hill on the stormy day 
of the 12th of December 1901 laa6 knom only to them. Although nobody doubted 
41armni's honesty, it aar suggested that he might well have been dseived by his onv 
ears and by the high level d atmospheric noire into thinking that he heard the ripal. 
Later an, in February 1902 he conducted further trials aboard the SS Philodr$hio. 
and - able to eon6m the reception of the Poldhu signals a t  distances over 2000 
mle[3]. 
But this waa not the end, and the dust was yet to settle; more contmvenies came 
up. One d the major contmvereiea wss the frequency of transmission of the r ipal  
during the transatlantic expenmet. This was an issue that Yareoni had no idea 
bow to tackle. lmmediatdy after the experiment, Yarconi in his interview wth R. S. 
Baker, 1902, [4] stater: "The nave which was thus generated had a length of about 
a 6th of a mile, and the rate of vibration var about 800,000 to the second". On the 
other hand an the 13th of June 1902 in his address to the Rayal Institute he doesn't 
talk a b u t  frequency at all[5]. But during a lecture at the Royal Institute on the 13th 
of Yarcb 1908[1], M-ni quoted the wawlength M 12W R. Yarmni remained silent 
on the nawlengtb issue even during his Nobel lecture in 1909[6]. Then in a worded 
message in the early thirties he says[7], " The rawlength aas apprmdmatdy 1800 
meters and the p m  aas 15 Idloaratts". Scientifd Advisor to  Mareoni, Fleming had 
said in a M u e h  1903[8] l e e  that the raws sent out bom F'oIdhu hsd a ravelength 
of a thousand feet or mare, say, one fifth to one quarter of a mile. This war the men1 
of the confnsian as to the frequency in Ymeoni's camp. 
To haw a good view of d l  the works done on 41arcom's transatlantic erpenment 
the study can be divided into three harie pans. 
1 transmitting and the receiving eireult. 
2. ionospheric propagation 
3. antennas 
But in 1974, owr 70 years after Yarmni'aqeriment, it seemed that thedurt rct- 
tied because ionospheric eomunication system developed for mnnlng shortwave radio. 
overnear radio brasdean and other simple exampips show that Yarconi'a experiment 
or his theory ~ s c a r r e e t .  It w s  done by J. A. Ratciiffe[9], on the occasion of the birth 
centennial of Yarconi in 19i4. Ratelitle tried to do the whole experiment once again. 
in his oan setting, in order to find the wavelength of tbe firs1 transatlantic wkelesr 
s i p d .  RatclifLe had made some miatakcs. He failed to notice that the contingency 
communication e t u p  ua4 not a four tuned circuit. In other words, the receiwr elreuit 
actually used w a  neither a double tuned circuit by itself nor was it t u n d  to the dou- 
ble tuned tmmmitter circuit. Stated otherwise, the aetwrl system employpd did not 
work according to Mmonik famous I?n patent d l t h  April 1900[61. Consequently 
the 1974 transmitting antenna a n n o t  he viewed ur a 6x4 radiation mistance in 
aeries with a capmitor whose value is set by the external discharging capacitor and 
the mtntenna coupling transformer turns ratio. 
Dermond Thaduey, 1992, [I01 bas done a detailed study on some of the aspects 
of this experiment laying main empbx%is an the transmitter. The pmblem of not 
hawing the parameten d the transmitting drcuit aas wlved to a great extent. 
Tbdrey depended on tbe mearurements made by Dr. Gmrg8 Gtisdale in 1974[3j. 
He begins by explaining the wolution of the Poldhu tnmwitter. A thmough study 
of the mil la ten transformer (the "jiiggd as it aas called by Yarconi) ww done to 
expi& its function. BBMd on Gridale's measurements on a faerimiie at the science 
museum 8" open jigger and the comments made by Fleming, Thaduey has postulated 
numerical values for the circuit. This work h analytical and is based on a number of 
asumptiom. Based an the values he got, he hss put f o d  a range of hquencier 
that could haw heen produced. According to hi calculations the operating frequency 
muid have been in the range 397 kHz to 664 kHz. 
ThackreyjlO] has not postulated the valuer of the extra eoik lo the primary of the 
primary jigger and tbe long adjuatabletvninginductanee in the primary circuit of the 
secondary jigger (Figure 1.1). Along with this spark, transmxtters baw a feature of 
producing oscillations. B a d  on the manner in which a spark transmitter functions, 
it is obvious tbat it d l  produce mdllations. What lrequency is produced due to 
thrse d l a t i o n s  is not horn. Honew, going tbrougb the whole literature, one 
should accept tbat by far this b tbe mwt apl80atory paper that has been published 
till today on this topic. 
The nniva has been studid by V.J. Phillips, 1993, [q. He has ad- the 
peat  controversy, which threatened to  tarnish 4larmni's reputation, concemmg the 
invention of the cohaer. The paper r -mines  the kue, and also indudes the 
technical observatiom as to the eoherer's p r d e  mode of operetian. Phillips has 
given a very vivid view of the m e i w .  His experimental data have m a l e d  that 
Lfarconi's mercury eoherer happened to be in the mtifying mode just a t  the time 
when the d e a l s  were being sent out. Though to we a eoherer to get a rectifying 
mode is a wry inefficient arrangement compared with aproper diode which has almost 
zem reverse eonduetion, nswthelear, with a emitive earphone this could esiiy have 
been the mechanism rhlch enabled them to hear the Morse dots h m  Poldhu. 
On the other hand Gridale (at the Marcani Laboratories in 1974)[31 attempted 
to use the Italian Navy coherer s a diode envelope detstor far the reception of A.M. 
r i p &  and to compare ~ t s  action with that of a germanium p i n t  contact diode. His 
coociwion was that the eoheherer w u l d  indeed reetify, but very inefficiently. Just like 
Phillips, Griadale h a  found that the eoherer muid jump in and out of the rectifying 
mode and be fleeted by meehanieal vibration and electrical mrload.  It was air0 
thnr eondusian that better w u l t s  ware obtained if tbe mercury war not too dean, 
aod had been left around for some time. This perhap points to a m m r y  mdde 
film ar being the mmt impatant factor in the operation. As the nmks of Phrllips 
ad Gridale match, It eao be ansidered M be a andwive result. More-, ar this 
thed. is conewed with finding the frequency of the signal, the frequency arpeet will 
be discussed Iatu. 
Table 1.1: Reruits shown by Bandyopadhyay 
Poldhu transmitter laeation: 8V 8'N Y 15'W 
Signal Hill Receiving iecatio~: 1P 30'N j l D W  
Normal ElRP imm Poldhu: 30dBW (1 kW asrumed) 
Sdected reeeivlng bandwidth: 3000Hz 
ksumed SNR required at Signal Hill: lOdB 
Sun spat number on l h h  Derrmber 1901: 0 
F2 layer height: 278 K4I 
T i e .  16 00 hrr GXT 
Rerrived Signal wavelength: 32 metea 24 meten 
(9.37841Hz) (12.541Hz) 
M i d  Signal at Signal Hiii(5Oohrns system): 19dB pV 33dB +Y 
Ionaspherie Propagation (El  layer): double hop Jingle hop 
Calculated t&wR mgle: 13' lo 
Recclwd SNR st the selected bsndnidth: 21 dB I dB 
Totd commonieation link reliability: 81% 92% 
F-nden[lZ] had realized that eontinuom wave transmission aar required for 
a p e d ,  and he thought he muld transmit and meive M o m  code better by the 
contlnuaus wve method than with spark apparatus as Marmni -uss using 
In 1994, John Eelrose of Communication Research Center, Canada [Ill, conducted 
a comparative study between resenden and Mmoni. In his w r k  he describes the 
transmitter. while &using the differing tPchnola$es of Marconi and F-nden. 
This is a discussion d t h e  transmitter technology and says nothing about the output 
of the transmitter 
Bellme h s  s a d  that the distinctive sound of spark is not earily forgotten, yet he 
assumes that a vart majority ofscientists and operators had no knowledge of how the 
spark transmitter used between 1900 and 1923 sounded, when m e i w d  on the rlmpie 
crystal mewem of the day, or what the Erst emda attempts of F e n d e n  to transmlr 
volee on a transmitter might have sounded like. Sa h p i n g  this in mind Belrcse!l3! 
constmeted a 3 MHz transmitter using a high perlonuance automotive ignition mil 
far the inductor, and circuitry to simulate a Braun type transmitter ( F i r m  1 2), 
simulating a 5 MHz quanaarave monoploe antenna. The Braun's transmitter ww 
diEerent kom Mwonib spark transmitter. I t  had a single dage spark gap instead of 
two and had a dc so-. Also the supply n. ac in this=- and the apciuation t m s  
f m m  wre not there in the Bmun transmitter. The induemcc of t h e  translamer 
vindiigs were aRecting the frequency sf the output wave. 
J.C.B. MacKeand and M.A. Cmar[l4j, haw, in 1995, done an inwstigation of 
Figure 1.2: Brsun's Spark TtansmitterjlSj 
on many af the speets  of this experiment. They have eonridered the whole picture 
fram the transmission to the receiving of tbe signals. In their transmitter study it 
bar been assumed that s. the spark gap and the primary capacitor are well defined 
and they have taken the aer ia l j iwr  dimemiam ar thore suggested by ThackreyjlO]. 
No schematic reprerentation of the transmitter h e  been shown. A goad effort bar 
h e n  made to  feed the jigger from a sparLing contact much s. used in the buzzer 
wavemetem of more than 6Ll yean old. In MaeKeand and C m ' r  paper it is also 
mentioned that the output from such a devia e not very stable, but it does offer 
a d v a n t a p  of smdf sire and battery operation. The lnud spark gap aas eonneeted 
to  a high voltage .e m m ,  while the spark gap being osed by M h d  and C m  is 
m n o ~ t e d  to a de s m .  Thir me of a loa voltage de m m  will alter the charging 
and the disehqing of the eapadlors, and thm the output. 
Vyvyan[lj] s t a t e  that, "The kite wsr rising and falling in the wind throughout 
the experiment and varying the electrical capacity of the aerial. I t  was impossible to 
use, therefore, any farm of syntanic apparatus and Mareooi was obliged to employ 
the next b s t  me- at his disposal. He therefore used a highly sensitive self-retoring 
coherer of Italian Navy deign, simply connsted in senes with a telephone and the 
aerial, aod with this slmple melring apparatw on Thursday, 12th December 1901. 
and oneof his two mistants heard the faint S siepds". There is a controwmy on the 
reeeiver used by Yareoni dunog the experiment as he had more than one with him 
at that time. So in this work ne go by the statement made by Vyvyan. .h has been 
widely acclaimed, we will also ta*e the m s v e r  to be a. untuned one. 
The short wave era in long distance radio mmunicatioo bepn with the  re^+ 
lutionary d i w m r y  of the day light wave by Guglielmo Mareooi in July- September 
1924[16!. Tesb earned out betweec Poldhu and the Elettra (Marconi'6 ship u s d  for 
radio cxperimenb), had rewaled to Marcmi that: 
The dog mngw pmved to h nliobk and not mwwidemble. 
The ntght mngw w m  much g m t r r  than anyone hod onticzpoted end no doubt 
MIY mmidembly .%?ceded the morimum d i a t o m  to which Marconi ww able to p d  
m.th the Ekttm. 
. The intnuming hnd and l o w  portim of w n t i n n b  do not present any rerioua 
obstacle to hie pmpogotion of thrsr wows. 
Theconcept ofdaylight e a s t  and t h e d s t  ofskynave propagation na not known 
Figure 1.3: Same posaible propagation ~ 8 t h ~  [17] 
to Marani during the transatlantic experiment. figure 1.3 shoss the erect of the 
loooaphen on the skywave propagation. No prior attempt has been made to study 
tbis experiment from tbk ionaapheric propagation point of view. 
Antennas at Paldhu and St.Jobn's were alxl the designs of Harconi and his col- 
leagues. Yarroni haa said that the transmiasion took place at 166 kHz[7J. P.K. 
Bandyopsdhyay[7], suggestEd in 1993 - 1994 that just by loalrmg at the antenna one 
can say that it is a sbort ware antenna So a signal d 166 kHz could not have been 
transmitted fmm Lhie antenna. He has mwted two wavelengths in tbis regard that 
might have been rraponsihle for the euce&l eompletim el thin aperiment. T h e  
wavelengths w 31m and 24m , and mrreapanding to 9.375Mk and 12.5 MHz. 
Bondyopdhy~y's d t s  are shown in Table 1.3 [Ill. It give. a total eommuniea- 
tnon reliability of 81% and 92% far 32 and 24 metem aravep -etively He did not 
mention the soft-we used for the calculations I t  may be IONCAF'. .Also the signal 
to nem ratio has been calculated to be 21 dB and 35 dB respectlvelg. These SNFs 
are capable d transferring a wave aemw the .Atlantic ocean. There convincing results 
have been the inspiration fsr cb-g t h e  &quendes lor study in this research 
work. What Bondyopadhyay has not ahown b the &t of t b a e  mnditionr on the 
frequency that Marcmi had mentioned, i.e. 166kfiz. 
In Maekeand and Cross's work the antennas have dsa  been modeled. The trans- 
mitting antenna is suppored to have bad 54 wire  . But the number of wires used 
by Mzdeand and C m  are just thmeen. It says that esleuiatioos haw been made 
for capacitance to  earth and ao asymptote is rapidly appmached with more than re. 
wire. 
It appeam thst  despite of being an important part of the whole communication 
lyrtem the antennas used by Yarmm have not been studred widely. Very few publi- 
eations can be cited in this regard. Belmoe[l8] has edeulsted the reonant frequency 
of the a n t m a  and that of the transmitter and b a d  an that he has predicted the 
frequency to be j00 kHz. Since the Rmnant frequencies of the oreillatory circuit (511 
kHz) and the antenna circuit (463 kHz) an dose, he pcstulater that the radiation 
would be spread a b u t  a single hequency, s f q u e n e y  dabaut 500 kHz. 
Bel- also said Verpite the m d e  equipment employed, and in our view the 
impcdbility ofhearing the r i p d ,  Marmni and hi h a t a n t  h r g e  Kemp convinced 
themselva that they could hear on ocmiooa three clicks more or 1- buried in the 
static, and clicks w u l d  be, not unlike atmospherics, if heard at all, because of the 
wry l m  s p z k  rate(eatimated to be a few spsrks/see)II[18] 
At another ocezsion &Iraee[l9] has modeled the transmitting antenna. He eon- 
stmeted 12 wire and 54 wire models using a s d e  factor of 1:75 for the dimcns~ons 
aeeordlng to the available inbrmatian about the Poldhu Deeembcr 1901 aenal kc- 
cording to the expaimentzJ model measuremen& the 54 wire fan exhihits resonances 
at 935 kHz and 3.8 MHz; anti reonancc at 2.4 WHz and 4 8 MHz; and appem to he 
approaching anti m n a n e e .  between 7 and 8 MHz. but no Rsonance are atserved 
above 3.8 MHz. 
It should be noted that when one is t m n g  to p d i e t  the frequency of transmission, 
leaving the rleeivlng antenna out will not yield accurate results. Also, most of the 
equipment be~ng used -re of -tie nature and that the atmosphen'c eonditbns 
have to be taken into m o u n t  when trying to p d i c t  the kequeney. It h not only 
at the resoname frequency a t  which radiation takes pilee. So &different approach is 
necessary. 
1.4 Motivation 
The tr-tlantic experiment was mducted nearly a century ago. l'b pionefmg 
aperiment Id to the modem dsy v i r rh  communication. The equipment wed we 
of the first of their kind in the field of long distance radio communication The mere 
fact that the features that led to the rueeess of t b  q e r i m e n t  are still unsplained 
has been the greatest soume of inspiration for this r w r b  work The question of 
what frequency Marconi used is a malm aspect that M m n i  himself aar not sure of. 
and there haw been contradicting statements in this regard. As has been diaeused. 
researehe= haw been working in this area to wlw the problem in order to understand 
the experiment itself Still no convincing m r  has been reached .bother paint a 
that this q e r i m e n t  has not been studied completely considering all the faetorr that 
muld haw f i e r e d  or arsisted the signal in the propagation path. 
.h important, though non-technical factor that idueneed this work is the need 
for rammne bom Memorial Unive~ity in St. John's to study the experiment since 
the whale episode had taken place in St. John's. The site of this experiment h in 
vtew, which in ~tself doubles the curiosity to learn more about this experiment. There 
a a museum that bar been built an Signal Hill for Yarmni, reminding people of his 
great contribution. 
Both the transmitting and the receiving antennas an equally important m eom- 
pieting the whole eommunreatian system, so both the antennas need to be studied. 
This thcris, for the fust time, t h  lnto consideration both the antennas and tries to 
find the mmt suitable frequency that would haw teen transmitted. 
The spark transmitter that Mamni  used hls  been studied bfm. But it is only 
in this work that the computer modcling of the transmitter has been done. This gim 
the libuty to understand and work with the h e t  with all difIemt peasibitia. 
1.5 Analysis of Marconi's Experiment 
This theria i. designed to analytically expiore Yamoni's transatlantic experiment in 
its mmpiete and actual farm. Wblleinwstipting the transmitter we extend the w r k  
of Thackrcy[lO]. We use his postulated data for the functioning of the transmitter. 
and find out the a a c t  output of the e i m l t  by simulating the whde circuit to see 
what waves were propagating to the antenna, and hence get a step doser to Bnding 
a reasonable frequency. 
Y d e a n d  and Cropsjll], derigned a physical modd of Yarconi'r antenna with 
13 wins instead of 54. Our attempt here is to rather stmulate the circuit to get 
the output waveform without altering the source i.e.usmg the actual ac source that 
was urad during the experiment. Although YaeKeand and Cms claim that there 
is not much of a difference by increasing the number of wires, it d o e  make some 
difference. This fact is obvious by noting the diffe~enee between the radiation pattern 
of the antenna with 51 wires and the radiation pattern of the antenna with 13 wires 
i. done by MacKeand and Cr068. The paint is to get as close as possible to the 
original expoimentjl]. Sa here in Lbis work the actual antenna in its original form is 
conaidend with dl its wires in order to get rauita ciaae to that of December 1901. 
As stated elseahere the concept of daylight & s t  and the dl& of akywaw prop 
agation ws not h o r n  to  M-ni dvring the transatlantic experiment. Homw, no 
attempt has b m  made in the pad to study this aperiment h m  this ionspheric 
pmpagation point d vim. This thesis will take a mmpiote i w k  into the ionqber ie  
pmpagation characteristics of the signal m the 12th of December 1901. Data that 
are wed iar the calculation of there eharaeterkticr have been collected with the help 
of various studies conducted before. There data were ured to find out the ion* 
spheric conditions prevailing duMg the time of the experiment. The data ured far 
the atmospheric conditions in this the& are m e w h a t  different than that used by 
Bondppadhyay[ll]. The resultr obtained Imm these ealmlathns help strengthen the 
arguments on the frequency of transmission. Here the actual path taken by the signai 
will be s b m  in order to give a clear view of bow the wave wru traveling. 
In this thesis three frequencies are nudied. namely 166 kHz, 9 375 MHz and 12.5 
MHz, under the conditions prevailing duling the time of the actual upniment .  The 
cho~ce of these frequencies is based an the wrlo of two w a r e h e n ,  Boodyopadhyay 
and Rateliffe. Bondyopadhyay in his mnwstigatian has found that when Marconi wa 
doing his experiments in the Muliterrmean, be bad reported the frqueneies of 9 375 
and 12.5 MHz as the frequencies of transmisom[llj. Though Ysmani - wing the 
same tranamltter and receiver as aras used during the transatlantic experiment, he 
did havea frequency measuringdwiee a t  that time[ll]. Since theapparatus used ww 
same, it is logical m consider the fact that these were the frequency responsible far 
the sueas of the transatlantic cxpcriment dro. The other f rweocy af 166kHz bas 
bea  t a n  into considemtion iul this - the kequeney that Marconi that Mareoni 
himself had predicted[7]. Rat& in his analysis hss shown tbe p m r  spr t rum 
for the t m t l a n t i c  q m i m e n t .  In this qectnun the p m  rirer to reasonable 
heights only in the MHz range. The m&ximum gain, p m r  input, virtual heights have 
bern calculated a t  t h e  three freqorncie. Calculations made in t!is work eonmiidate 
the concept of short wave propagation. Along with this, the whole experiment has 
been studied in the conditions that would have prevailed had the experiment been 
done in summer. To get to there results first the radiation pattern of both the 
antennas have h e n  d ~ l a t e d  using the Numerid Eleetmmapetic Code(NEC)IZO] 
which 18 based on the Moment Methad. Tbere radiation p a t t w s  are then used to 
dculate  the ianmphtne propagation characteristics. Them characteristin have been 
calculated using T h e  Ionospheric Communication Enhanced Profile .halyns and 
Circuit Prediction Propam"(ICEPAC)[Zl]. It bar been shown in this work that the 
possibility of having a tranamirrion at the frequency at which Yareoni war mppcded 
to have been working is a distant pmihility and also that had this experiment been 
conducted in the summer there is no posribility of any transmisiion a t  166 kHz. 
Eel- hsr predicted the frequency of tranamiasion based on the emcept sf rea- 
m a n e  frequency. b thu work the resonance Irquency approach bas not been con- 
sidered. Instead the feature that d d n n  the characteristics of an antenna, ic., the 
radiation pattern hm been t a k a  into mount .  The radiation pattern is calculated 
at different h q u e n d s  to  analyze the performance. FoIIoaing this path new -Its 
have been obtained and are intupretd  such that n n  information becomes available 
about this apoimcnt .  
1.6 Organization of Thesis 
This theis has been divided into five chaptm. Chapter 1 is the introdun~on to the 
1901 transatlantic plperiment. In this chapter the no& that has been done in this 
field by 0th- hm been diiusscd. Along with this the experiment that is in q u e  
tion har also been accounted for. Chapter 2 iovertigates the antennas that Yareoni 
u d .  It give. the dculations br the antenna pattern and determines the frequency 
that these antennar are suitable far. Chapter 3 focuses on another lmpanant aspect 
d wireless com>ssication, i.e.. the ionwphcric propagation characteristier. T h a e  
charaetetirticr have been ealeulated a t  three different hquenciea and the manmum 
probable frequency har been predicted. In Chapter 4 the transmitter and the m e i m  
have been modeled and studied. The results that nere obtained with the antenna 
and the ionospheric propagation charseteristi~ have been correlated with the results 
in this chapter. The eoneiuaion of this w r k  wth sane rmommendations for hture  
work are included in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 2 
Investigation of the Antenna 
System 
2.1 Introduction 
Mmoni ms a champion of multi-win ant--. His ambition. fetched him the idea 
ofsending r i p &  woes the A th t i e  ocean to bCdge the two continents of Europe and 
North America. Originally, the emtern terminal - at Poldhu, C o r n d l ,  England 
and the wetan terminal was the sand dunes on the northern end of C a p  Cod. MA 
at South wellfleet. 
At these locations the aerial (Figwc 2.1) anrs comtmeted. It m m p r i  of M 
masts, csr6 61 metres high, arranged in a circle, 61 metres in diameter. The ring 
d mast mppmtrd a conical aerial system of 4W wins ewh insulated a t  the top and 

2.1.1 Calculating the radiation pattern 
The radiation  att tern of an antenna is a graph~eai repmentation of the radiation 
pmperties of an antenna(221. It is understood that it reprerents the radistioo pattern 
in the far field. The radiation pattern can be calculated if the current along the 
wire antenna are b-. The m n t s  along any wire antenna can be c a l ~ i a t e d  by 
solving the integral equation where rhxa current to be found IS the unhonn. The 
method used to wlve the integral equdioo(1E) is the moment method(YY). Once 
the current density is found, the radiation integrals are used to find the Selds radiated 
and the system parameters. The moment method is mart convenient far wire type 
antennas and mare fietent far rtnreturer that are electrically 5mdl. One of the Gmr 
objectives of this method is to formulate the IE for the problem at hand. In general. 
there are two t y p e  of ID. One IS the Elchic  Field Integml equotion(EFIE), which is 
bared an the boundary condition of the total tangential electric field. The other is the 
Magnetic Fteld I n t d  Epuation(YFIE), which is bared on the boundary condition 
that ~xp-er the total electne eorrent density induced on the surface in terms of the 
incident magnetic &Id[23]. 
Another method, which has -ved a Iot d attention in scattering, is theFdte- 
DilFmec Time Domain (FD'I'D). This method has a h  been applid to antenna 
radiation probl-[24]-[27. A method that is b q h i n g  to gain momentom in its 
application to antenna pmblmu is the Finite Element Methad[ZBI-[32]. But these are 
not of Eonem in this mrk. 
2.1.2 Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC) 
The Numerical Electromagnetic Code(NEC)[ZO] is a user-oriented program developed 
a t  the Lamenee Liwrmore Laboratory. It is s moment method code for a n a l ~ ~ i n g  
the interaction of electromagnetic wave with arbitrary stmeturer consisting of can- 
dueting wir- and surfacer. It combines an armrate modeling for a wide range of 
applicmons. The code can model naaladiaring nerworks and traarmisrion tines. 
perfect and imperfwt mnduetors, lumped element loading, and perfect and imper- 
fect p o n d  planer. It user the electric field integral equation(EFP2) lor thin wirer 
and the magnetic field integal equatian(MF1E) far surfsees. The maat ion can be 
either an applied voltage Mum or an incident plane wave. The program computer 
induced current and charges, near and far zone electric and magnetic fields. ntdar 
cmss seetion, impedances or admittances, and gain snd directivity, power budget. 
and antenna-t-antcnna eoupiing. 
The antenna that ras mnstructed in Poldhu is shown in Figure 2.2. This antenna 
eonaiata of fifty stranded bare copper wires suspended hnm a triatie strained between 
t w  48 m(160R) masts @I m (2WA) apart. T h e  wires were then bmught together 
in a fan ahape to h a mmmon mnnst ian to the transmitter. 
The characteristics of the antmns is mudied using the computer &age Nu- 
m e r i d  Eledmmagmticr Code (NEGZ). To verify at what frequency this antenna 
m 
Figure 2.2: The Temporary transmitting antenna used at Paldbu far the transtlanttc 
tertajl] 
hnctians the hert, tests are done a t  three different frequencier, i.e. 166 kHz, 9.373 
MHz and 12.5 MHz. The m n  for sieeting the fist bequenq is obvious. The 
other two fquendes are sleeted by making an mumptlon. The short mve era in 
the long distance radio communication began with the revolutionary discovery of the 
'daylight' wave by Y m n i  in July-September d 1924, while sptematiedly experi- 
menting with shorter w~yelengthr. Yarmni. on v o y a p  over the Mediterranean and 
towards the Syrian caast aboard his radio laboratory ship Elettra, received the 9.371 
MHz and 12.5 MHz signals from Paidhu!il], day and night. Structures of both the 
transmitting antenna and the meiviog antenna are such that they were capable of 
carrying short wave &ah. 
2.3 Radiation Patterns of the Transmitting An- 
tenna 
The radiation patterns of this antenna have been calculated, wer ocean at throe fre- 
quencies of 166 kHz, 9.375 MHz aod 12.1 MHz1331 and rhoan in Figlre 2.3, Figure 2.4 
and Figure 2.6 The data fed to NEC for this purpose are s h m  below: 
NO. of wires = 50 
Radius of wire = O.Olm 
Total no. of s w e n t s  = g38 
Relative Dielectric Constant = 80 
Conduetlvity = 4 rnhafmetre 
Table 2.1: R m l t s  from the Radiation Patt- of transmitting antenna 
.h shown in Figure 2.2 the number of wire in the aotenna bar been taken to 
he 50. the radius of the wirer is 0.01rn. .h -wed in the Moment Method eaeh 
wire har to be divided into a number of segments. So here eaeh wire is divided into 
638 segments to  satsly the relationship shown in the following quatian. The whale 
transmwsion is taking over aerm x, the relatiw delstrieeonaant will be 80 and the 
cmductivity 4 mhofmetre 
The length of each segment depends on the relation: 
Where (A] is the length of one segment and (A) is the wavelength. 
As l a a m  in Table 2.1 the madmum gain G, at  0.166 MHz is a t  a Ion a f -  14.7 
dB, r h w s p  G,. at the higher freqoeneia. is pmitiw and is d placed a t  7.62 dB 
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Figure 2.3: Namalred EField pattern of t-millingantenna at 166 kHz over ocean 
Figore 2.4: Normdired EField pattern of transmitting antenna at 9.375MHz owr 
ocean 
Figure 2.j: Normalized &Field pattern of transmitting antenna at 12.5 MHz over 
ocean 
and 9.06 dB at 9.378 and 12.5 MHz repectively The t k R  angle that has been 
mentioned in Table 2.1 mil bc discussed in Chapter 3. 
The radiation pattern* erted in Figure 2.3 to 2.5 reveal the charaaeristlcr of 
the transmitting antenna. Radiation pattern of thls antenna at i66kHz has nor been 
calculated before this. Thisnew mult  reveals eieariy that 166 kHz was not an efectlve 
frequency to work with. When compared to the works of other researeha it b xa 
that the radiation patterns are different fmm that found by MaeKeaod and Cross[14. 
Evidently this might be h a u s e  of the fact that MwKeand and C m a  had used only 
13 wim instead of 50. T h e  rcrvlrr in Figores 2.3 to 2.5 paint in the dimtion 
of higher frequency being rerpamible lor the transmission during the t-atlrntic 
experiment. This L d h g  is inline with lbe predieticms made be Bondppadhyay[ll]. 
2.4 Receiving Antenna 
On December 1901 Yaremi set sail for St. John's with a small stack of kites and 
balloons ta h p  a single wire aloft instormy weather. A site war &men on the Sigoal 
Hill in St. John's, and the apparatur was set up in an abandoned military hospital. 
On 12th of December, 1901, under strong weather conditions. a kite was launched 
mth U2.4 m (400 h) long wre. 
No, of Wires = 1 
Radius of wire = O.OO5m 
Total no of segments = 32 
Relative Dielectric Constant = 80 
Conductivity = 4 mholmetcr 
2.5 Radiation Pattern for the receiving antenna 
Field p a t t m  for the receiving antenna have been calculated and shown in Figures 
2.7 to 2.9. The nceiving antenna hehaws in a similar manner as the tranam~ttmg 
antenna. The gains ine- with inneasing frequency, and so d m  the as 
s b m  in Figure 2.7, F i p  2.8, Figure 2.9. T6is trmd has been s h m  in Table 2.1 
h o t h e r  aspect that decides the relahie working of an antenna is the eistrieal 
height of an ant-. An antenna whose dimensions are smaller than one sinb of 
Figure 2.6: The Temporary receiving antenna used at Signal Hill for the Transtlant~c 
tertsjl] 
Figore 2.1: Normalired EFiild pattern of receiving Antenna at 188 kHz owr mean 
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Frgure 2.8. Narmdired EField pattern afmeiving Antenna st  9.371 4IHz over ocean 
Figure 2.9: Normalized %Field p t t w  af Reriving Antenna at 12.5 MHz over ocean 
Table 2.3: Height d transmitting .Antenna in terms of wavelength 
Frequency Wawlengh Height in Wavelength 1 
Table 2.2: Resulta from the Radiation Patterns of receiving antenna 
Frequency 
Table 2.4: Height of receiving Antenna in terms of wavelength 
Requeney 
(MHz) 
Take-OR Angle Max. Gsin Input Po- 
Wavelength 
(Muem) 
Height Q Wavelength 
(A) 
0.166 1800 0.0683X 
wavelength is referred to u an electrically m a l l  a n t e m a  One pcsible debition far 
electrically small antenna is that the antenna fit inside a 'kadianrphere" i.e. s sphere 
whose diameter is A / Z r ,  or (about ones*tb of a wavelmglh). Such antenna are 
inherently ineffident[221. In both the transmitting and the meiviog antennu Table 
2.2 a d  2.3 show that the electrical height is smaller than a wavelength at 166 kHz. SO 
the antenna wi l l  be lnef6cient s t  this frequency. On the other hand. say at 12.5 MHz 
the transmitting antenna is 2.4 long, (1.5.4 for 9 375 MHz),which giver more effielent 
ateme. and enabler a reliable transmission. With r e p e t  to the receiving antenna 
the electrical length is 3.84.4 and 5.12.4 far 9.375 MHz and 13.5 MHz respetlvely. 
Evidently the performance of the antenna is going 0 be more reliable a t  there high 
frequencies. 
2.6 Summary 
The nudy of the antenna h u  rweded some interesting features. The ealcvlatian 
of the field pattern using the Moment Yethad h u  given the comet category this 
antenna fails in. Records of Ymoni'a h is tar id  experiment are not able to convey 
d l  the -ts behind the s u m  of thm m t .  The study shown in this chapter h u  
maled  that the antennas m e  not at dl suitable for long maw tmsmission and 
m p t i o n  a t  f = 166 kHz. As the g.in and the paver at 166 kHE are so low and 
the electrical height is practically very amall, indieate that the antennas ail1 be wry 
in6cient a t  that low frequency. Thisstudy clarifies that only if the transmisaian had 
h e n  in the range of a few megahertz that a reliable t-misrian and reception s.m 
possible. In Chapter 3 the experiment will be studied trom ionospheric propagation 
point of view. 
Chapter 3 
Investigation of the Ionospheric 
Propagation 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter Yareoni's transatlantic experiment ~ 1 1  bestudied from the ianwphene 
propagation point of view. Till now no serioun attempt has beeo made to m i n e  
the aperimant h m  this angle. The layout of the ionasphe deeides which way 
the wave will he traveling. The radiation patterns that wen dmlated in the last 
chapter will be used bne m calculate the ionospheric propagation charaeteriatirs. 
The anaher conditions prwailing during that Lime have been predicted using the 
data avrilable[l]. Before commencing the stndy of the iomphuic conditions du- 
M-ni'a apuiment, it will be essier to undmtand the concept if the ionasphem 
it& is explained k t .  
In this endeavor, Yarcani'r experiment[l] ail1 oat only be studied fmm the winter 
eonditinrr (the actual time sf the experiment) hut also will be studied bi summer 
conditions to  determine the reruits d the experiment. After the transatlantic exper- 
iment, it is Imm that Marconi pnxleded towards the Mediterranean to further hi 
MIL on long distance wireless communication. He conducted thme experiments fmm 
his ship during the summer time. At that time he reported high h u e n c y  signals as 
the r-n for his succes. So the question is: Were these the same high frequency 
signals responsible for the succes of the first transatlantic experiment? 
3.2 Sky-Wave Propagation 
It is Imm that whether it is day or night, the ionosphere is always p m n t .  Only the 
density of the ions vary in the absence of the mn The electron density distribution 
is the major controliing factor aver the HF radio rwve propagation. The regioos of 
the ionosphere that are deemed to be impartant for the transmission path of a signal 
are the D , the E and the F wow. To understand the concept, M h e r  study of 
there regions 1171 is made. 
3.2.1 D Region 
This region o m p i e s  the i m t  altitude. I t  atends to the height of M to W km, where 
the electron density rapidly increases a i t h  altitnde b the daytime. When the sun- 
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spat is h i h ,  it is eonsidered that the solar activity is high. The mximum ionhation 
t&a place in the D region near the suhsalar point and is maximum when the s o h  
aetimty is a t  its peak. T h e  D region may not be explicit in some ionospheric models 
where its effects are accounted far with an empiridly derived path loss calculation. 
Mmt mad& haw this nondwiative absorption as a median d u e  plus distribution. 
&cause of the high eleetron densits the D region d o e  not refleet useful transmissions 
in the frequency range above 1 MHz. However here the abaorpt~oo 1s important at all 
frequencies and because its ionization is produced by ultraviolet solar radiation, it is 
primarily a daytime phenomenon. .Uer r u w t  the ionization deer- rapidly and 
nondeviatlw absorption becomer negligible after two to t h r ~  haun. 
3.2.2 E Region 
The E region ranges Imm the height of 90 to 130 km. The ianiraOao region reacher 
its maximum at  the height of 110 h, with sunshine. In addition, there may be 
anomalous ionization, referred to s sporadic E. This latter ionnation layer is thin 
in altitude, may be either amoath or patchy, is s e m n d l y  and diurnally variable 
but not dl mmlated with solar activity, and has marked variations with latitude. 
For communication, the mart important characteristic feature of thin region is the 
temporal and wgraphic  variation of its critical keqney (it is the frequency at  
which the a ipal  Imm the iontaonde just penetrate that laya). I t  is very much 
comparable to the F-2 I=. 
3.2.3 F Region 
Thii 16 the hghest altitude region of interest for sky-aaw propagation, and it is also 
the region of greatest electron density. In the dayligbt h o w  two components may be 
recognized, especially in summer. The F1 region lies between 130 and 2W km, and 
like the E region, is directly dependent upon miar radiation; it reaches the madmum 
intensity about 1 hour after local noon. The F2 region is variable in both time and 
geographical location. The altitude of FZ region peaks are eonsided to lie between 
200 sod 330 km in the middle latitudes. The FZ repan ionization rhms marked 
day-teday variation, and in general is not the regular sun fallawr that the E and 
F1 reeons are. Mast models haw a statistical deaeription of F2 madmum electron 
density (or critical frequency) in the form d a median and upper and lower deciie 
value. 
3.3 Ionospheric Communications Enhanced Pro- 
file Analysis and Circuit Prediction Program 
(ICEPAC) 
me Institute for T e l m u n i a t i m  Science, and its p e d ~ e ~ d s o r s  in the U.S. De 
partmen1 dCammuee, has b a n  collecting ionosphaic data and dweloping methods 
towe t h e  data in the prediction d theexpected perfmmaoeedhigh frequency (HE) 
sky-wave system sin- the atart of World War 11. Bared on t h u e  data the ICEPAC 
mft- war dewioped[ZI]. It is an impmved version of IONCAP(1ONaspherie Com- 
munications Analysis and Prediction). ICEPAC is a computer p a h g e  d e i ~ e d  to
predict high frequency sky-wave system performance and analyze the ionoaphenc pa- 
rametes which &mt the wave propagation. It is in moduiarfarm and coded in simple 
FOFZRAN: following a~ mu& ar pcsible the ANSI Ti standard. The ICEPAC pm- 
gram m a  an integrated system of subroutine d-ed for its analpis and outputs. 
Thue predinianr can be used in the planning and operation of high hqueney corn- 
munieatian system usmg sky-waves. 
The program is divided into seven largely independent r~tions(subroutines): 
1. Input subroutines 
2. Path geometry aubmutnnes 
3. Antenna submutines 
4. Ionaspherie parameters subroutines. 
5. #&mum Usable h u e n c y  (LNF) submutine 
6. System performance submutinu, and 
7. O u t w t  submutine 
&fore using tbia p m p m  to predict the iampheric characteristics dwing the 
experiment it is n- to vrrify the validity of ICEPAC. The d a t i o n  hsa 
ken  done in Memmid Univemity, in 1993[34]. ICEPAC's predictions a u e  for C a n e  
dian regions. This ass achieved by mndating ICEP.&C's ~ono~pherie data with the 
measured data fmm two diRere11t s i t s  in Canada (Churchill, Manitoba and Ottau-. 
Ontario). The results arising out of these test. are shown in the plat Figure 3.1. In 
this figure it the frequency is show on the X-axis h MHz and the Y-axis is marhd 
with the virtual height of the ianaphue in h. We see the trend here that ss the 
frequency inuesser the *irtual height goes on increasing. This means that the signals 
of higher frequency travels further than the signals of lower frequency before being 
reAeeted back to the source. Figure 3.1 shows both the sctual and the 1CEP.X pre  
dieted virtual heights. T h e  memrementr put famrd were taken during dayt~me. 
The actual rind height shown wsr messured using a digital ionosonde q-stem134;. 
It is very dear form this figure that the 1CEP.C and the actual ionaphere are very 
dose to each other 
3.4 Program Operation Review 
ICEPAC perfom four basic analysis tasks which are summarized below. 
1. Ionospheric Pamrnctcrr: The i m p h e r  is predicted using panmetem which 
danibe f nv  different ioocapheric layers which an, the E, €1, €2 and Fk ( &Sporadic) 
layea for each sample area, the location. the time ofday. Thae can be used to find 
an deetron density pmfile which ean he integrated to construct an ionagram. 
2. Antnrno Poem: If a pattern is precalculated, then the antenna gun is mm- 
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Figure 3.1: IQW@UM bgad on I o n d m  and ICEPAC 6or M.nib+m on M.rch 
1~x13 .t la7 LT[S(] 
puted for frequency ranging Imm 2 - 30 MHz and elevation angles ranging fiom 0 - 
90". If the antenna pattern h not preealeulated, then the gain values are determined 
for specific iypes of antennas a t  a particular frequency and elevation angle 
3. MUF: The maximum usable frequency at which sky-wave made propagatlo" 
exists em be predicted. 
I. System Perfomonce: A eomprrhensive prediction of radio system performance 
parameen (upto 22). 
3.5 Ionospheric Propagation Characteristics Cal- 
culation 
3.5.1 Input Data for conditions during December 1901 
There is a METHOD command line in the input data file d ICEP.4C. METHOD 
command defines the analysis task to be performed for s particular configurntian. 
Method b the parameter which controls the type of propam analysis and pred~etion 
perfomed. The emplayed version of code, has 30 t a k  options available [21]. Many 
of these tasks differ only in the mpmrotatian of the output and require the same 
mmputatian. T h e  tasks are d i s t i ~ @ h e d  by numbers. The one used far output 
display here ia METHOD 16. 
The input data fie far ICEPAC consists of sewral mmmand ]in=. The data used 
in this work far the required mmmand lines b given blow: 
1. Method eommaod line - Method 16 
2. Month command line- U m t h  = 12, Year = 1901 
3. Sun-spat Number - I50 
4. C~mit  command line - latitude and longitude of Poldhu and Signal Hili 
T?mmltter at Poldhu - 50.500N 5.15'W 
RRdver at  Signal Hiii - 47.3O I . C W  
5. System command - Power = 25kW, 
man made noise = -164 dBW,lor remote area 
r e q u i d  reliability = .90 
6. Tzmc command line - 15 hrs t o  18 b n  GMT 
7 iYqeney command line - 0.1, 0.2. 9.3, 9.4, 12.5. 12 6 'MHz 
8, Antenno command line - Read From 61% the NEC - 2 pattern is used. 
In this work three frequencies sre eooaided: 0.166 MHz, 9.375 MHz and 12.5 
MHz. ICEPAC has a limitation that the fnquencie. mentioned in the input data 
must be given in MHz rod should be m m t e d  M only one d ~ i m a l  p l m .  So the 
frequencies 0.166 aod 9.315 MHz haw to he apprmimated. What has been done 
bere is that 0.166 is taken sr 0.1 and 0.2 MHz and 9.375 is taken as 9.3 and 9.4 
MHz. As the I p a l a  wae mdwd by Mareoni a t  1230 h a  (St. John's time), all 
the c h v ~ t u i s t i c s  are d c u l ~ t e d  ose to and a t  1600 hm GMT. Though radiation 
pattern for standard antennas are included in the ICEPAC pa-, in deulating 
the ionoaphene propagation characteristic3 the NEC2 antenna pattern of Figures 2.3. 
2.4, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 are used. 
The sun-spot number bas a feature of repeating its value m a cycle d seven 
yem. The data that has been "sod for this thesis work has shown that the year 
1901 was a year of high solar activity and the sum-spot number v m  160 1341. The 
s~u-spot number is taken as the average el the solar activities for the 12 months in 
that particular year. The noie factor has been taken as -161 dBW. This is the noise 
level made in a remlte area. Considering Signal Hill as a remote plam is logical as 
in 1901, no radio broadcasting was going on and the disturbances were galactic or 
atmospheric. The required reliability is 90% as all the keqencles are analyzed with 
an expeetation of getting a goad trmmiraion. 
3.5.2 Ionospheric Propagation Characteristics for Dec 1901 
The output of ICEPAC is r h m  m Table 3.1. However as all the parameters 
shown in tbi table are not needed in reaching a ccmcluaion another table is mraeted 
farm this extended table inordu to simplify the diseuspion. Table 3.2 illuatmea the 
main ionospheric parameters on that month 01 1901. The lrequeney mlumn has 
the listing of all the beqeqoencls that ham been eonsided for this analysis. Some 
of the important parmeters rill be d&ed. The MUP is the madmum usable 
Table 3.1: Regdar leepae Output 
DECEMBER 1901, SSN = 150 
Rcecption at Siymd Bill, AZIMUTH- 66.04 
Diatonce 3454.1 h, N. MI 1865.2 
ITSA 1 Antenna P d o g e ,  MINIMUM ANGLE .O DEGREES 
XMTR - Poldhu 50.5°.V and 5.15'W 
RCVR - Sign01 Hill 47.3'N and 53 OoW 
XMTR- 48m B, 60 m L 
REQ. REL = 0.90. REQ SNR = 0.40 
MULTIPATH DELAY TOLERANCE = 0.850 MS 
MULTIPATH POWER TOLERANCE = 10.0 dB 
3 MHz novc = -163.6 dBW 
Un$versol Tame - 1600 BRS 
U T  M U F  
16.0 40.0 0.1 0.2 9.3 9.4 12.5 - FREQ 
IF2 2E 2E ZE 2F2 2F2 - MODE 
4.7 0.7 0.7 11.6 11.8 11.8 - ANGLE 
12.1 11.6 11.6 11.7 12.2 12.2 - DELAY 
397 70 70 118 248 248 - VHITE 
0.6 1.0 1.0 0.57 1.0 1.0 - F DAYS 
168 160 166 146 146 145 - LOSS 
15 -43 -43 17 17 23 - DBU 
-134 -129 -134 -109 -109 -108 - S DBW 
-189 -109 -126 -168 -168 -167 - N D B W  
55 -21 -10 59 59 58 - SNR 
-29 34 21 -41 -47 -46 - RPWGR 
1.0 0.N 0.15 1.0 1.0 1.0 - REL 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 - MPROB 
Table 3.2: Results obtained for D~cember 1901 
DEC 1901, Sun-spot Number = 150 
R q t i o n  ot Ssgncl Hill, /mm Poldhu 
XMTR - Poldhu 60 6'1'4 and 6.lBM' 
RCVR . Signal Hill 4i.3°iV and 63.0°W 
3 MHz none = -163.6 dBW 
(minersol Txmr - 1600 HRS 
Requency Mode VHlTE Angle Low SNR 
frequency. This is the higbet frequency that can be uscd for reliable transmission 
for that particular existing circuit tbat b being investigated, based on the prevailing 
ionspheric conditions. The Mode reprerents the number of haps the signal maker 
before ~t reaches the receiver and the ionospheric layer that it rellstr from in dolog 
go. For example, if the mode is given ps 2F2, this would mcan tbat the sign& will 
make tao h q x  and that the d m t i a n  will taLe place bet- the earth's surface and 
the F2 layer d the ioncsphere. The modes listed here are the moat reliable and are 
based on the given atmoaphclie conditions. The VHITE is the Virtual Height of 
that particular layer of the ionaaphne. V i u a l  height !.v defined ar the s p e d  of l~ght 
times the time delay far the ioncaphetie d o  1171. This b different hom the true 
height, that is, the actual distance to the rdeetlon height. The Angle represents 
the takeoff angle for the signal. This is the elevation angle for the signal fmm the 
transmitting ride. The la- given at the rrjtem 1- of the radio circuit, nhicb is 
defined as the ratio of the signal power available a t  the receiving antenna terminals 
relative to that available a t  tbe transmitting antema twinalp ,  in decibels. This 
iodudes all the 1- eawd  by radiation ham the transmitting antenna circuits, 
not only the t ranrmisio~ 1- csused by radiatioll tram the t m w i t t i n g  antenna 
and >radiation kom the m d v i n g  antenna, but dso any gmund lo-, dielectric 
I-, antenna loading mil l m  and terminating resistor la-. The last column 
of the table contains SNR (Signal to Noise ratio). A minimum ~quirpd s i p d  to 
noise ratio is arpaiated with the d h r d  &e of service. This ratio is ddermined in 
terms of the ciass of emissions, madulatioo inde*, modulation rate and signalingeode. 
and includes the effects of fzding, m r  e o r r ~ t i n g  demes,  noise reducers, optimum 
modulation and detection techniques, and diwrsity schemes. The nsuired signal to 
ndw ratio br a minimum aeeeptable grade of service must be specified by the user 
In this -, the minimum SNR used is 40. 
Fouoaing the results that are obtained for the December 1901 ese. the MUF is 
40 MHz. This repments the highest Frequency br getting a reliable Vwmiraian .At 
0.1 and 0.2 SMz the signal reflects hom the E layer malting two haps before reaching 
Signal Hill. The E layer har a property of absorbing the signal wilh lower frequencies 
The 0.1 and 0.2 MHz signals fall in t h ~ s  category. Apart fmm thir, the virtual helghl 
of the ionosphere is very low, 70 km. Nsc the SNR in case of the lower frequencies 
is -21 and -10 dB for 0.1 and 0.2 MHz rc~petively. Combined with this. another 
dmad-tage with the lower frequencies is that the lasses are high. 
NOW, coming to  the bigher frequencies, one will note that the favouring Ieatures 
am more evident. The signal at  t h e  hequencies hits the €2 layer and m h  ram 
hops Evcn for modem day HE radio communicafionr F2 re6an is considered to be 
the vital region for reliable trammission to taLe p l m .  The l a s e  are 1-r in thir 
csw when compared to the l m r  hquacies .  The SNR improves drasticaliynm and 
shwts up to 59 and j8 dB for 9.4 and 12.5 MHz, rrapeetively. 
POLDHU. 
CORNWALL 
Figure 3.2: Ianarphetie propagation path for December 1901 
3.5.3 Analysis done for summer conditions 
Mueoni did the actual experiment during the winter month of D ~ r m b e r .  Tracing 
the activities and the preparation. that nere going an lor this great experiment. it s 
evident that it luss initially pianned to try this expc"ment much earlier in 1901, had 
the weather in both the continents heen friendly. Let us far a moment consider that 
the weather raa. p a d  amund the year and that it did not hamper the schedule of the 
adginal traoratlantic qsr impnt .  & talring this eqxriment a few months badr we 
consider here the experiment *.6 done in July, which is summer time in the northern 
hemisphere. It rill be inwtigated here if 0.166 MHa gives any -its that favour 
a reliable tranamindon or not. As mentioned M m n i  had actually planned to  do 
this experiment in summer, bat due to onamidable remas had to do it in winter. 
The summer condition aNdy b done inorder to find out what Marconi m u i d  have 
achieved transmrtting a t  the frequency d 166 Hz. 
3.5.3.1 Input  Data used 
The data used here are almost the same 81 thme for the winter condition. Other than 
the date all the other data u s 4  ace the ones that are averaged for 12 months. So ody 
the date is altered to  July 1901. What varier mwt with the change m the season in 
theionosphene characteAtis is the height d t h e  ionosphere and the electmu denrity. 
So a change in the date itself will bring about a change in the output. 
3.5.3.2 Ionospheric Propagation Characteristics for July 1901 
The actual results calculated using ICEP.%C is ah- in Table 3.3. As can am in 
Table 3.4, the SNR deteriorates to a great =tent far the summer eondit~ons. The 
d u e s  god- to -212 and -196 dB for 0.1 and 0.2 MHz rapetively. Whew81 in the 
case of the higher frequencies the SNR is large enough for a reliable Vanmission to 
t&e pize. Considering the fast that 1901 rum a year of high solar activity, still the 
signals a t  0.166 MHz wen weak to mas the Atlantic wean and cover a distance of 
3400 lon. AIw the loeres a t  the 1- frequencies are w high that evm if the aipal 
d e d  the receiver, the dgnal muid haw been w d that it w u l d  have brrn 
impassible to hear mything. Analyzing the experiment in the summer conditions 
prevailing during 1901, it is very much evident that there arr no ymibility of the 
dgnal being transmitted at 0.186 MHz [XI. 
Table 3.3: Regular lcepse Output 
JULY 1901, SSN = 150 
Reeeptton at Signd Hill, AZIMUTHS- 66-04 
Distance 3464.1 h, N MI 1865.2 
ITSA 1 Antenna Pockage. MINIMUM ANGLE .a DEGREES 
XMTR - Poldhu jO.5'N and 5.lBW 
RCVR - Signal Hill 47.3'N and 53.0.W 
XMTR- 48rn A, KO rn L 
REQ. REL = 0 90, REQ SNR = 0.40 
MULTIPATH DELAY TOLERANCE = 0.850 MS 
MULTIPATH POWER TOLERANCE = 10.0 dB 
3 MHz noise = -165 6 dBW 
Unwersd Time - 1600 HRS 
UT MUF 
16.0 22.8 0 1  0.2 9.3 9.4 12.5 12.6 - FREQ 
IF2 2E 2E 3F2 3F2 2F2 2F2 - MODE 
7.2 0.7 0.7 35.2 34.3 21.5 21.4 - ANGLE 
12.4 11.6 11.6 15.1 15.0 13.2 13.2 - DELM 
499 70 70 450 447 440 445 - VHITE 
0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 - F D O S  
151 354 359 163 164 168 169 - LOSS 
16 *** '** -13 -14 -5 -3 - DBU 
-118 
-344 -348 -135 -136 -140 -136 - SDBW 
-184 -132 -152 - I n  
-17s -176 - I n  - NDBW 
66 '*' *** 35 39 36 35 - SNR 
-39 253 238 -10 
-9 -10 -13 - RPWGR 
1.0 0.0 0.0 .96 .96 .97 ,911 - REL 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.8 0.0 0.0 - MPROB 
Table 3.4: Results obtained for July 1901 
JULY 1901, Sun-spa1 Number = 150 
Reception nt Signol Hill, fmm Paldhu 
Distance 5154.1 km 
XMTR - Poldhv 50.5'N and 5.1IoW 
RCVR - Signol Hill 47.3'N and 53.IPbV 
3 MHz noise = -1696 dHW 
Uniueraai Time - 1600 HRS 
Figure 3.3: Ianosphene propagation path for July 1901 
3.6 Gains at the take-off angle 
The rsdiatlon patterns, that wme calculated in Chapter 2 give us the maximum gain 
for the a n t o m a  at  that particular frequency. But if the takeoff angle is knom rhen 
the exact gain at  that angle far eacb frequency can be determined. In t b !  aeetlon the 
gains at different frequender at the exact t h f f  angle are analyzed, to verify how 
stmng or veaL the signals w e .  
The t h f f  angle  haw been marlnd in the mrrerponding field pattan. m C h a p  
ter 2. Based on theae plots the g& are listed in Tablea 3.6 and 3.6 for both antennas. 
Firjtly analyzing the transmitting antema m l t s ,  the gain that is obtained a t  166 
kHz is very small (-25 dB) lor a rrliable tnnsmission. On the other band at  32m 
(9.375 XHz) and 24m (12.5 MHz), the gain is emparatiwly better a t  -2 and 1 dB 
m ~ t i v e l y ;  and a tr&sPion wu the Atlantic anan can be u p c t e d .  A similar 
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trend is seen for bbtb the transmitting and the receiving ends. For the receiving 
antenna the gain at 166 kHz is -36 dB and at 9.375 and 12 5 MHz the gains are -8 
and 4 dB respectively. Here for the w i v i n g  end also the gain valus are very low far 
166 kHz and it can be i n f e d  from this factor alone that transmission covering over 
3000 loo is not pwible  
Table 3.5. Gains at T&e-Off mgie for the meivin 
Requeney T a b 0 6  Angle Gail1 
3.7 Summary 
The ionospheric propagation studies done here have further consolidated the het  that 
the frequency of t r a n s ~ o n  was much hiher than 0.166 MHz. Ar one can see, the 
SNR in the ease of the lower frequency is wy law and the gain s t  the relaant tak* 
off angle has the lame negligible value. So no reliable transmission is poasible ar 
the lower frequency Also one should note the fact that Marconi's choice to do the 
experiment in the month of Dccember was a decision that m t  in his favour. Had 
he attempted to da the traosatlantie experiment in July then the remits would have 
heen far more di l rent ,  and the chance of sueces would have been very I m  Ablso 
one is very vell a m  that all modern day HF radio cammunieat~ons, we the F layer 
for ~Eect lon or propagation. But in the case of 0.166 MHz, the virtual height of the 
ionosphere is just 70 !an, which falls wry much into the l m r  rQon of the E l a > ~ r  
This makes it even more difficult lo believe that the transmidon would haw taken 
p h e  a t  this frequency. The summer analysis completely eliminates 0.166 MHz as the 
pmsihle frequency for transmission during the t-atlantie experiment 
Chapter 4 
Investigation of the Transmitter 
and the Receiver 
4.1 Introduction 
The transmitter[lO] and the mr im[3 ]  used during the transatlantic experiment were 
a desiw that nss uaed only during the period. They are no longer used and have 
vuy minute similarities wth the modem day radio mmmunieatiaoa. This maker it 
even more difficult to study this equipment. M m n i  used a spark transmitter in 
Poidhu. The Poldhu transmitter na. a curious two stage circuit, in which a hrst 
stege spark at m e  attainable 1- m l t w  pmvided the energy for the ssond stage 
spark gap to spark at a higher voltage. While Ibis mltage multiplication ass inn* 
vatiw in the field dnirrIes6 at the time, it canid with it many problems and the 
inefficiencies el two spark stager. Far his tr-tlantie equiment  m 1901 Marconi 
had taro types of receives and three types of c o h m .  One m e i w  w tuned and 
the other was untuned. The three mheren were: one cootaming the iwre earhon 
filling, another containing carbon dust and cobalt dust and the third one w s  the 
Italian Navy Caherer. 
4.2 Basic Spark Transmitter 
Development of the spark transmitter war a very profound m a  of research m ihwe 
days. The wouung of these transmitters can be explained using a besic cireult as 
shorn in Figure 4.1. In its simplest fano, a spark traosmitter consists a f a  capacitor 
(condenser) and an inductor (induetion coil) in aerim. The capacitor C1 is charged ta 
a hiih voltage by an induction mii Ll. When the potential mass it is ~uffieientiy high 
to h a l t  d o m  the insulation of the ar in the gap, a spark is then paged es an are 
is formed in the spark gap . Since this apark h a  a comparatively low reaiatanee. the 
imp formed by the spark diaeharge, is equ~valent o an LC-R circuit. The mnd-r 
then d k k g e d  through the mndoning spark, and the discharge took the form of 
a damped oedlation, a t  a frequency determined by the m n a n t  f q ~ e n c y  of the 
spark transmitter. The paking d this drcuit d l  malie more if we analyze the 
output waveform musidering a spark rate of 12 spu!s/see, sr ahawn in F i i  4.2. 
The figure i l l u s t m t ~ ~  the basic output waveform of aspark transmitter. .b this circuit 
in Figure 4.1 msLca 12 spar!s/6~, at the beginning of Laeh apark a peak is reached 
Figure 4.1. Barie Spark Transmitter 
which damp out before the start of the next spark. So 12 p& can be seen in 1 sec 
(Figure 4.2). 
4.3 Marconi's Transmitter 
Ar nearly 100 years have pased by, it has bm realized that wry little effort has been 
made in d e r  to p- all the equipment that M-ni used. The neegi ty  af the 
original equipment is perhaps moat badly felt while invanigating the transmitter ar 
a number of w u m p t i m  haw tc be made because of this. One of the surviving 
doeurnmts that aaa mitten clcae tc the heat d the setion in 1901 at  Poidhu, is 
fleming'a om experimental notebk[36]  which contains m a y  pages of his jotting 
related to the nrmmissioning of the trBarmittcr. Much of the data  that he remrded 
relate to the details of improvements and adjustments which increased the spark 
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Figure 4.2: Basic Spark 'Transmitter Output wawfonn 
energy aod p m r  ddivered an those occarionr when he war able to participate. A 
sketch of the transmitter made by Fleming during the 1901 experiment is shoan in 
Figure 4.3. 
Transmitter technology war a t  its evolutionary stage. during the traosatlaotic 
experiment. Marmnir succers ako mntributed in this evolution. One of the biggest 
problems he fami m to quench the spark in the spark gap. To get over with this, 
it war decided that no m-er will be cent aod only dots will be transmitted hom 
Paldhu. The complete detailed circuit d i i a m  of the Fbldhu transmitter is s h m  in 
F i i  1.1. But .a it is difficult to explain the operation of tbis -it in this form, 
a simplified circuit, olplsining ail the featurn is shwn in Figue 4.4. As shown, 
the transmitter has tao stags of spark gap. This acmnnts for m e  Merenee 
in tho funstioing fmm the basic spark transmitter. The Poldhu transmiter had 
Figure 4.3: The Circuit Diagram of the December 1901 Paldhu nansmltter sketched 
by Flemlng[llJ 
two ~ i l l a t i a n  tmsformers called the primary jigger and the secondary jigger. A 
sketch d the primary jigger is s h m  in Figure 4.6[10]. T h !  is a sketch lo cut-away 
lam, net sh- accurately to male. The sketch shows some construetiood features 
of the masiw First ki l la t ion l h d o m e r  based on a woden-drum former on 
which wa wound a solenoid primary of 4 paralleled 7 strand 16 SWG wires (rubber 
insulated power cable) aver a 40" length, with a parafined (waxed) mpe as a he l i d  
spacer. T h m  lapm of 1/18" ebmite ahel  wee used ss an insulator bet- core 
and primary, m d  between primary d ssondary. The secondary winding must have 
inaessed the diameter by another 8.5" to 23.F, md ma mmmpaaed of 16 dim shaped 
7/16 SWG p- cable eoilr cad, of 10 t w ,  together with spxm/wparatars. One 
should not e o n  the pmibiEty that the amndan might haw been expected to be 
Figure 4.4: Simplified Circuit Dia- al Poldhu Transmitter 
rdf-resonant, hut in this particular dreuit any secondary self-capacitance wuid have 
been svamped by the 1/30pF af the m n d  condenser. 
T h e  tnrnsfonnen were added to the circuit in order to generate an alternating 
source of extra high voltage h m  the parer kqueney alternator plus transformer 
supply The wmndary jigger wsp alao called the aerial jigger ar it war connected 
to the antenna. The s i z ed  the containing box for the first Pddhu aerial jigger war 
48" x 40.' x 18". This shape is similar to the jiggers fitted by YmonVa engineers 
in ship installations at the turn of the cmtun. Thcpe marine jiggers still survive 
in the British %en* Yoseum snd is an &lent sample of the aerial jiggerl3lj as 
they an very similar to each other in their h t i o n s .  One ia fortunate in hoaing 
that the ship's jiim m n a t e d  d i e d  aerials to what Marmni cal ld  '%ne A", 
m n h m  ammd today's 80 metre hun band. This hoalcdge can he mupled with 
the description of half a d a r n  experimental jiggers in the famous 7777 patent[ls] to 
provide a visual picture of the state of k e d  jigger development at that time. 
The t m  ratio that war used for these tmsformprs aras a result of a number 
of experiments that were done before the transatlantic experiment. Fleming has 
suggested that the coupling factor of these transmitting jiggers ruar between 0 3 and 
0.7 The low tension winding aas initially m n n s t d  through a large key The closing 
and the opening of the Ley altered the impdanee of the alternator transformer circuit 
and thus r im  signalling ruar poesihle. But later t b  was repland by a eboliing coil. 
and then by short circuiting this coil it anu pcmihie to signal without breaLing the 
large m m n t  in the circuit and thus at B cm8iderahly h~gber sped.  Thus one a ~ l l  
see chat the so- voltage war 6n t  stepped up to 20,000 wlta and fed to a elased 
oseiliatery c ~ m i t  in which aeapaeitor discharged a e m  the spark gap via the primary 
of an radio frequency transformer. The secondary d the transfomm was connected 
to the s a n d  spark p p  and capadtor and the primary of a s a n d  radio frequency 
transformer. The secondary of this transfanner was in se"es with the antenna. The 
capleiton &md to were made up of twenty glass plates, each sixteen inches square, 
mated on one aide with one q u a  foot of tin foil. There plates e r e  immersed in 
s t o n e m  b- 611d with l i d  oil, and each box had a ~lpaeitanee of O.OLF. 
4.4 Investigating the Tkansrnitter 
M a t o f t h e ~ d t b e ~ t n m m u t t s r m ~ [ l O j .  Inttusmk, a 
ccinpnta modrl of thh, t d t t e r  js fint dnrdopad and then th. a m i t  model 
w&&Wtogetthemtpntrav#owdthecircoit. The&mrepe&eused 
hrtbispnaosaisFSpies ,Ves ion8of~Colpont ion[3Oj.  Thisie&drcoit 
eadpb- T6spMmetwth.thswhokdmtbis~kfmthetronsrnittsr 
c i m i t n e ~ W t o h t h e ~ o r t s d ~ [ l O ] .  
T h o W l d b s ~ ~ h d n o . a r i . 1 t ~ ~ b , , t i t ~ ~  
m ~ t i a ~ S a ~ * s h g e ~ d n c t s n c s a n d f m t h e s t n y i n d ~ m  
t h e m d m i t .  Flanhydidhonan.twthePoldh.dhehugedtt~the 
. a r i . 1 , q r~~d*chugcspd t . nc r r .  
ThsajsrbigdhPspuvgrmthe&mrknts8ttbelpakgap, Basadonthe 
literature that has heen analyzDd in this work, the q a r k  rate that is considered 
to have onurred during the I-atlantic experiment 100 sparkslree with each 
spark producing 250 Joules of energy[lO]. The t m f o n n e r  s p d e a t i o n r  for both 
the pnmary and the mondary jiggers (given by Thaduey) are bared on certain 
ssumptiaos, but they are m e t  widely Keepted to he d m r  to the anginal than 
any other work[l9]. ar Lhese are the parameters that have been usod by m s t  of 
the reffiedem. The coupling factor b k = 0.53, and the turns ratio is 1:7. The 
inductance of the primary coil is 2 6pH and that of the secondary is 47#H, including 
stray reactances. Apart from this the capacitor connected to the primary of the 
&st transformer is 1.43pF and the diseharge capacitor connected to the aerial r u ~ s  
tuned at 0.037pF. The apark gap wa. qeeified by Marconi to have a discharge of 
002pF. The whole drcuit wffi coanmted to a 25 kV, 25kW and 50 Hz alternator 
that recharged the condenser e w  half cycle, generating 100 qarksjsec. 
Implementing t h e  parameters the transmitting circuit is simulated to get the 
a a ~  that are actually propagating to the antenna. The antenna connection is shown 
on the extreme right hand side b Figure 4.4. One should note that the serial ca- 
pacitance har m e  bearing on the navelength of the signal that ir generated by 
the transmitter. I t  would he w i b l e  to measure this eapadtance on s sealed d m  
model, but rraronable values have mow been derived by ealeulaticns. me traditional 
method described by Hm[lO], Grover[36] and Nattage[lO] involves an unpmven e 
swnption about charge distribotion on the aerial wire, hut otherwise ia wlnerable 
only to arithmetic slipa. Computer madcling prmits  greater refinement in program- 
ming mil  c h m n  algorithms. It is comforting to note tbat the -Its obtained for 
the Poidbu aerial by thee two methods are not widely different. By digital computa- 
tion it is 1200 pF and by How's method it ir 1 1 3  pF. Aa thoe b no origiaal record 
available, so it is a g e d  tbat the eapadmance war 1.553 pF. Also one can see that 1553 
pF is d m  to the mearurement of 1600 pF noted by Fleming for 25 wires, 200 feet in 
height in July 1901, pmbahly an erected segment of the original doomed aedal. 
4.5 Simulation of the Transmitter Circuit 
The transmitter is simulated using the e m i t  analysis and deign p&ge Prpiee 
Prpict bar been used for bath the computer modeling and simulation of this eircult. 
This p k e  har a limitation with regards to this circuit as there is no model of the 
spark gap available. It bar been undwtoad from the functioning of the simple spark 
transmitter that the spark gap functions ss aswitch. So here in the transmitter circuit 
the gaps are repi led by switches. These witches are timed so that they produce the 
equivalent d 100 sparksfsee. The e m i t  model is shown in F i  4.6. 
4.5.1 Transmitter model 
Figure 4.6 r b m  the t m m i t t e r  model that has been developed ta hnd the output 
of Manani's tranwitter. The circuit l w  in t b i  6gwe har been deigned using 
Pspiee. Insted ofan dteiuator an lemurrehas h given to  the -it. The eumnt 
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h m  the mum ch- the capacitor to its peak, and then the switch is turned 
on. The capacitor direhaw through this closed smitch. .After being mmpietely 
dlscbarged the capacitor charges again, taldng current from the source. This cycle i2 
repeated ar longs the supply k m. Simple writchrs are used. These snitches can 
only be turned on or off. Them is is limitation in Psipce that prevents one switch 
iram performing both on and off action. So to  overcome this situation, two rwitcher 
an mnnated in series, one for on and the 0th- for off. Both the switcher will be 
mnnected only when a spark is simulated. A number of such connations are shown 
m the model, for each spark gap. Since \dmds  transmitter had two spark gaps. 
two such anangement os smitebe are s h m  in the figure. 
4.5.2 Parameters used for the 'Ttansmitter model 
1. Traosfomr 
(a) Coupling Fartor k = 0.63 
(b) Turns ration = 1:l 
(e) Inductance of primary coil = 2 . 6 d  
(d) Induetarm of mndary  mil = 4.7pH 
2. Capwitor connected to first tramfarmer = 1.43pF 
3. Capacitor mnnected to the m u d  traosfonner = 0.037,tF 
4. Capadtor mmpded Lo each raid = 0.0LF 
5. Capwit- af the aerial = 1553 pF 
4.5.8 Readts obtained from the model 
exact same pattern. This is attributed to the fact that the switching elements have 
a time delay in opening and closing. As the spark rate is vay high the time delay of 
the sa i tche overlaps with that of the switching time and causes a disturbance in the 
period8 of the waveform. 
The output waveform of 1 MHz proves that the t rmwit ter  operates at a high 
frequency The output can be altered if any of the parametem are changed But s i n e  
the paramners used here are the ones that have been published [lo] and aceepted 
by ather ierarchers, there is no r e a n  for t h e  to be changed. The transrnittiug 
aod receiving antenna andysir done in chapter 2 bar s h m  to support frequencies in 
the megahertz range. This falls inline with the m l t a  of the transmitter model. The 
output d l  .MHz further eliminates the possibility of the 166 kHz signal, that Marcmi 
had predicted. The results of the model is also supported be the findings in chapter 
3, where ~t is - that the ionosphere aas mme feasible for higher frequencie. 
4.5.4 Validation of the model 
Result obtained form thesimulationahowe that the sign& arm being produced in the 
MHz range. B e h  modeled a spark trsnsmitter, but not the one that Marcani w s  
osing. He dsigmd a 5 MHz spark traosmitter[l3]. The -Its obtained by Belmse. 
a h m  a similar pattern of mvderms as a in Figurer 4.7 aod 4.8. I t  shows a 
pcsL a t  the fust cycle and thn the raw ue damped out bebre the n e n  peak This 
pattern is repeated at  mry spark. ThacLrry[lO] bs. done a detailed study of the 

transmitter and hs. found the higher side of the frequency to  be 664 kHz. This is 
e l w  to the mul ts  shown here. It should aLso be noted that Tbaeluey in his work 
has predicted the pesibility of wave of 1 MHz being produced by the transmitter, 
which is plactly the same as the -Its obtained here. Since thrs model eon6ms 
with the results of both Belme and Thadrrey, it validate3 the model that has been 
put forward. 
4.6 Study of the Receiver 
The receiver technology that ans used by W n i  has betn an area of wntrmeay 
for a bng time. But with the parrsge of time some general a m e n *  haw been 
reached bawd on the varioud s tudis  done in this regard. The type of coherer used 
by Marconi during the 1901 transatlantic experiment is very wmmonly known as 
the Itohon Nouy Cohmr The mherer nas the first device to detect radio frequency 
sipala in wimlers telegraphy. Its operation is b a d  upon the large mistance offered 
to the parrage of electric cumnt  by iome metal filings, which d e e m  under the 
influence of radio frequency alternating mmnt .  The Itdim Now Caherer mnsiated 
of one or mme d l  globulrs of mercury w t a i n c d  in the gap or gap bet- M n  
or carbon plug in a g l m  tube as shwn in Figure 4.9. 
ln its m a t  usual form, tbeeoherer mmiaed d s  m m a f m ~  filing in asmall air 
gap kt- hro metal plugs 6ttcd W t l y  into a g l a s  tube. One plug was connected 
to tberredving ant- and theother to theearth. On -tion of a pulse of RF, the 
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Figure 4.9: The Italian Navy Coberer as patented by Yarconi in September 190i[40j 
Glingr cohered to the low &stance state. This changed mistance was monitored 
by a circuit consisting of a cell, a resistor and a relay coil, all in sctiea with the device, 
and the "muit was adjusted so that when the rcristanee dropped, the rday would 
trip. Figure 4.10 shows this arranpment. Further secondary d m i t  muld be operated 
by the relay contacts, causing an electric bell to sound, ar a Morse ink* to operate 
and pmvide a pennaneat w o r d  of tbe signal. Due to the dmp in the mistance the 
corrent ail1 dm &an@ and this change muld be head through a telephone ear pime. 
The Italian Navy &hem did not b h a w  like a m h m  during the reception. 
But the reception of 3' n. due to the action of a simple diode mti6er during 
the cxpriment. Studirs anduc t4  by Pbillipa[3] bas shown that the a h e m  wuld 
opuate in tao modes. In the k t  mode it acted simply as a Iiiear ohmic mnducu)~ 
produdng no asymmetrical dlstr at all. Then d w  ta MIiltiom in the mnditioar it 
F~gure 4.10. Layout of Early Rece1venj401 
muld jump into a semnd mode of opration where partial rectification m i d  occur. 
It seems from Ibe behavior of the eohner that the rectifying action is due to 
a. mide film either on the mrfaee of the mercury or on the iron (or both). This 
forms the junction with rectifying pmperties. Solid state rectifying junctions exhibit 
capacitance pemss their depletion redam. The eRect of such capacitance would be 
to introduce a small phase differace between the cumnt  and the voltage vawformr. 
Furthemom the u t e n t  of the phsw shift wuld vary with the Iquency[3]. 
4.7 Summary 
This chapter has further m m l i d a t d  the fact that the transatlantic experiment va. 
a shmt wave &sir. The mmputer modeling and simulation of the transmitter circuit 
has proved this. The output of thissimulation is mnsidered to bemrrect because that 
pattern of the waveform obtained is very similar to that d a spark traomitter[l3j. 
But one must always keep in mind that these ealeulations are hared on the data that 
have hem discovered, or estimated, by other reemhers  over a period of time. Had 
the origindrecords heen available it would have been e d e r  to pm point the frequency 
of trmmiuion, rather than simply predicting a range of shortwave h w n d e s .  that 
would have made this experiment a aueetar. By far all the studies have shown that 
receiver circuit was in a rectifying mcde at the t i m e d  the experiment. So one must 
consider that Y m n i  war vely lucky in this regard that the eaherer came to this 
mode at the time when be .uaa s u p p a d  to receive the sipals. Dapite the harsh 
weather things did work out his way. 
The ideaoftransmitting through the Atlantic was Mareoni's. But the eommuniea- 
tion system developed for this w an attempt made by a gmup of people who worked 
with him. Power enginmringat 150 kV nar not then the mmmooplaee aetivlty kt later 
became. But this experiment did edainly  provide valuable engin-ing experience 




Mamni'r first transatlantic experiment hsr h e n  studied. The fact that the experi- 
ment a dmc under condition. tbat were mndudve for long distance propagation IS 
an important f m e r  in this upoiment. The objective behind t h~s  tb- h to r e d  
a remnable range of bquender at which the transatlantic wavcr wuld have pmp 
agated during the first transatlantic experiment. In this work the clpmment bar 
been studied kom the antenna, ionarpberie propagation, transmitter and the receiver 
points d vim, MI that all the main ~ p e c t s  o f r i n l e s  communications are eomiated 
and a conelusive m l t  is obtained. Tbmugh this study it bm been p r o d  tbat d 
sly-wave pmp.gatiao v m  responsible for carrying the wave - the Atlantic wean 
then the possibility of the signal being traoranitted at 1BB kHz is not t h e ,  because 
the s i p a l  is very week at thir hqueney. 
The a n t m a  has been inwstigated at thrR different bqueneier, 166 kHz, 9.3i5 
MHz and 12.5 MHz. Hem, the radiation pattern was calculated for both the antenn* 
and from that several other data m e  deriwd. It verymneiuaively ahowl that the long 
wavw of 166 kH. will not travel the distance af34W kM. But the higher bqurucy 
waves were more feasible in there mnditiana. While di~ussrng the antennar it will 
be unjuatifA if the weather conditions are not analyzed. One wili note that the 
receiving antenna that Marmni anvl using rsr a wire lifted ta its height by a Ute. 
The winds are wy atmng in winter in St. John's and the same is obvious born 
the fact that the kite m e  b l o w  away a number d times before the digoals w e  
received. Obviously when Yarconi 4 thia kite antenna it must bave been moving 
in all direetioos because of this mnd. Hut while calculating the radiation p a t t w  of 
thia antenna this wsr not iocolparated. If this is done the radiation pattern will vary, 
and wili give a somewhat deviated m u l t  &om what has been calculated now. 
The ionaspherie conditions should not he m W .  lowspheric propagation char- 
acteristics hsz been studied for k e n h e r  1901 and July 1901. Invertigatiaos in both 
t h e  eans bave again + that the s i p a l  could not have hem received a t  the 
frequency auggerted by Marmni, ir.. 106 kHz. The studies conducted here bave sug- 
~ t e d  the poadhilily of short r a m  bring r r r p d b l e  for the reception d the signal 
a t  Signal Hi. In the inwrtigation dthc ionmpberic pmpsgatian, there is a drawbe& 
that is north noting. The ion d h i h u t i n n i n  thc i a n ~  is hpcndent on the 6 0 1 ~  
activities. The data that has been used here are the best that we could get. It has 
been averwd for the 12 months m a year and in general the results have shown that 
the SSN (Sun Spot Number) repeats every seven ye=. So the SSN m taken to be 
150 based on this idea. But this is the dosest one ean get to the solar conditions in 
1901. But the exad condition on that day is not horn to anyone. So, here again. 
investigations have to be done based on m e  i w e a l  asrumptians. 
The t rwmit ter  e i m i t  has been studied by modeling and s~mulation. Based on 
the parameta  tbst have been postulated by other r d c r s  the transmitter @wr 
an mtput  of 1 MHz. Here toe the concept that the waves muid have traveled at 166 
Idlzisdnapmved. The transmitter study is by farthe most a i t i c d  in thla wholertudy 
The problem is mainly with the e-it parametera. Nwertheless the edeulationadone 
in this work haw etablished the waves propagated fmm the tr-ittu. The stud? 
of the receiver clrcult has shorn that the equipment used was only a crude farm of a 
rectifier. 
The invetigation of Xarconi's first transatlantic q e r i m e n t  has revealed that the 
s b d s  that aoe lransmitted on the 12th d December 1901 were short waves and 
were moat probably m the range of 1 MHz b 10 MHz. It nsr eendnly not 166 kHz 
a. was claimed by Mamni. This work &ablisher t h b  fact beyond any doubt. 
5.2 Comparing the findings of this work with oth- 
ers 
Wben compared with the worh of Bondyopabdyay[ll] it is reen that in both the 
easa  the ionoapherie conditianr have been found to he conducive for the transmission 
of 9.375 and 12.5 MHz w a w .  There are differences in the ionospheric parametem 
calculated. But sxgnifieant similarity bar been found with nspret too the SNR. Nev- 
erthelm Bondyopadhyay's ealeulationr paint in the direction of higher frequencies. 
The prediction made by ThKkny[lO] b a d  on the mrks of Entwistie'r that the 
upper frqueney could have been 1 MHz is matched a i th  the results obtained in 
this work. Beimae[l8] in one of his amks has experimentally modeled a 54 wire fan 
monopole The experimental model erhibita rwnanees at 933 kHz nnd 3.8 VHz. 
The value 01 3.8 M& falls in the range predicted in this work. Since the receiving 
antenna radiation pattern has not been calculated before, the rerultri here cannot be 
compared. MaeKeand and Crosr[l4] have cited that a t  laser h.equencies, multiple 
p a t h  vere open for propagation and as the frequency i n m d  towards the MUF. 
the probability d a single hop F layer p t h  i n m d .  This t m d  is seen in Tables 
3.2 and 3.4. 
5.3 Recommendations 
NO r e a r c h  work can be complete in itself. Here too there is scope far further studies. 
Like all electmmagnetic radiation, radio is a h  a f I ~ t e d  by the medium it pmpagata 
thmugh. The type d propagation that eao be supported depends an the fcequency. 
There are different m o d s  of propagation that are born. Thcre modes an: 
. Fre~paoe mues 
. Ionorpheric wave 
Tropospheric vaws 
Ground wave 
In thls work the experiment har been inwstigatd based on the ianoapherie prop 
agation paint a1 view. Two d the other ma&, free space and tropospheric waves. 
are net pwsible m this care. But then is a poaaibility of pound wave propagation. 
Ground wave is amly of p r a e t i d  lotemst mth law frequencies. If mare consideration 
is to be given to Yareoni's suaested frequency then this study with gmund wave 
propagation will yield more results. 
Apmt fmm this,some morr mrk needs to bedooe withrespeet to  the t-mitts. 
The parameters should be pstulated more closely with ar few appmximatim and 
m m p t i o n r  M pmaibla. Tbja will give e m  closer d t s  to the a a ~ a  that m e  
being pmpaptrd  h m  the tramnitto: These d t s  can be even mare convincing. 
Perhaps the ban thing ta do will be to redo the whole experiment OD- again ar we 
approach the tur. of the 2Mh century. It will te b c i y  1W pus s i r e  hfmoni  
completed his experiment aueeesfully. It is high time are ansver all the question 
surrounding lbh pioneering experiment. But that d l  be a difficult task as, thee 
dap, we have a number of radio stations transmitting their rlgnals around the clodi.  
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